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By Richard Green*
Introduction
Denmark was an “early adopter” of wind power and generates an unusually high proportion of its 
electricity from wind – 21% in the country as a whole in 2010, and 24% in the region of West Denmark.   
Almost all of the rest of the country’s electricity is generated in CHP plants, a mix of “primary” stations 
(58%) and “local” plants (21%).  The key difference between these is partly one of scale, and partly that 
until 2005 electricity distributors had to buy the power produced by the local plants at a fixed price (IEA, 
2008).  They accordingly tended to run to meet their heat load, with electricity as a by-product.  The 
central stations, on the other hand, faced the market prices set by Nord Pool and it was changes in their 
output, together with the flows on international interconnectors, which ensured total generation matched 
demand.  
Denmark is well-connected to its neighbours, Germany, Norway and Sweden, with a total intercon-
nector capacity of 5.5 GW (importing, or 4.5 GW for exports), compared to a peak demand in 2010 of 
6.3 GW.  The Nordic countries have a high proportion of hydro generation (95% in Norway and 46% in 
Sweden).  Germany has installed a large absolute amount of wind capacity, but it provided just 6% of the 
country’s overall generation in 2010.  
Financial Support
Wind power offers two key challenges.  The first is financing the stations when their costs are typically 
greater than the market price for the power that they produce.  The economics of supporting renewable 
energy are discussed in an article in the IAEE’s new journal, Economics of Energy and Environmental 
Policy (Green and Yatchew, 2012).  For its onshore wind farms, Denmark has adopted a system of Feed-
in-Tariffs.  These offer fixed prices for up to 20 years.  The relative simplicity of this instrument means 
that smaller companies and co-operatives are able to develop wind farms.  A number of studies have 
concluded that countries with “well-adapted” Feed-in-Tariffs have supported wind generators at a lower 
cost per MWh than those using the main alternative policy used in the EU, a quantity obligation (which is 
typically called a renewable portfolio standard in the U.S.) enforced through some kind of tradable green 
certificate scheme (see, e.g., European Commission, 2008).  The renewable generator is given certifi-
cates for its output, which it can sell to retailers (or other market participants) who are required to procure 
these in proportion to their electricity sales, or pay a penalty.  The prospect of avoiding this penalty gives 
value to the certificates, and the generator thus has a second income stream alongside the market value 
of its power.  These schemes are typically more complex to administer than Feed-in-Tariffs, deterring 
smaller companies, and the generator may be exposed to volatility in the price of both its electricity and 
the certificates, raising its risk and its cost of capital.  A long-term contract with a retailer might mitigate 
this volatility, but countries with certificate schemes have typically found that they have developed less 
of their wind resource, at a higher cost, than those using Feed-in-Tariffs. 
The greatest disadvantage of a Feed-in-Tariff is the risk of getting the price wrong.  Too high a price 
could trigger a gold rush that produces more capacity than the government wanted, unless there is a well-
designed mechanism that can reduce the price (for new schemes) as the capacity connected rises.  It is 
easier to correct a price that was too low to trigger investment, but the initial mistake will create a delay.   
The risk of setting the tariff at the wrong level may be quite low for a mature technology, but rises with 
technical uncertainty.  
Denmark has responded to this risk by using auctions to set the level of the 
tariff for offshore wind generators.  Furthermore, to reduce the risk of the win-
ner’s curse (which implies that the auction is won by the most optimistic bidder, 
who later discovers that it was too optimistic and cannot deliver the project for 
the promised price), the auction is for projects that are nearly “shovel ready”.   
In particular, environmental assessments and grid connection studies have been 
completed and the results are available to the bidders
Variability 
The second major problem with wind generation is that it depends on wind 
speeds that vary and cannot be predicted far in advance.  The relative unpredict-
ability of wind output forces system operators to carry extra reserves of con-
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